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Abstract—This paper describes the ongoing development of
a software framework for supporting interoperability and in-
tegration among heterogeneous network-based robotic develop-
ment frameworks. We studied two of network based robotic
software development frameworks named CAMUS framework
and RT-Middleware. The CAMUS(Context-aware Middleware for
URC Systems) is a middleware developed by Electronics and
Telecommunications Research Institute(ETRI), in Korea, based
on the URC(Ubiquitous Robot Companion) concept for devel-
oping network based robotic systems. On the other hand, The
RT-Middlware was developed by Agency of Industrial Science
and Technology(AIST), in Japan, to promote applications of
Robot Technology(RT) in various fields. The proposed framework
supports interoperability and interconnection among modularized
software named RT-Components(RTC) in the context of RT-
Middleware and Service Agents(SA) in the context of CAMUS
framework. We also implemented and tested some components
based on the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Networked robotics, Network based robot, in-
teroperability, integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of the communication network tech-

nologies, the number of researches and development projects

aiming at making robots and robot systems more intelligent by

distributing their necessary resources and functionalities over

the network are increasing [1], [2], [3], [4]. Recent advances

in ubiquitous computing technologies are promoting initiation

of various research projects in order to support development of

network based robotic systems more easily in a cost effective

way. Several attempts have been made to develop frameworks

for the development of network based robotic systems such as

CAMUS [1], RT-Middleware [6], Player [11], CARMEN [12],

ORCA [9], OROCOS [14]. We call this kind of framework a

”Network based Robotic Software Development Framework”

or simply RSDF.

Though many researches have worked for developing RS-

DFs, they have some limitations in interoperability between

different software systems, because they are inevitably de-

pendent on a specific communication mechanisms, hardware,

different operating systems, architectural concepts, propierty

source codes, etc. In fact, all RSDFs, mentioned above, have

one common goal and one common artifact. The common

goal of RSDFs: Enabling software reusability and simplic-

ity. The common artifact of RSDFs: Providing a framework

for building reusable, modularized robotic software compo-

nents(MRSC). In this paper, for the purpose of simplicity,

MRSC is denoted by RSC.

Although, RSDFs has been aiming at enabling software

reusability and simplicity, yet, there is an single example for

the software reusability and interoperability among different

RSDFs. It leads building modularized robotic software compo-

nents(RSC) that is dependent on a specific RSDF. Moreover,

today’s RSDFs are developed by different organizations and

supported by different communities, which makes it more

difficult in supporting interoperability among different RSCs

developed by different RSDFs. These kinds of drawbacks

in current network based robotic researches limit developing

a fully functional, widely accepted network based robotic

systems.

Therefore, we proposed the integration framework for sup-

porting interoperability of heterogeneous robot frameworks. It

is based on the CAMUS framework which is the reference

model of URC (Ubiquitous Robotic Companion) robots.

URC is a new way of developing network based intelli-

gent robots by distributing functional components of robots

throughout the network, while keeping a robot’s internal scope

of abilities at minimal level and providing well-defined inter-

faces to external resources [1]. The URC concept distributes

three functional components of robots such as sensing, acting

and processing through the network as in Fig. 1. By distribut-

ing main functional elements of the robot through the network,

URC reduces the cost of the robot and improves the service

qualities. Under the URC concept, ETRI in Korea developed

the CAMUS Framework.

On the other hand, the purpose of the RT-Middleware is

to modularize robotic functional elements as ”Robotic Tech-

nology software components” named RT-Components, which

would support integrating and extending robotic functioning

elements with new functions easily. It empowers building

complex robotic systems systematically from the basic ele-

ments of the robotic technology. AIST in Japan developed a

software named OpenRTM-aist which is a prototype of the

RT-Middleware.

In this paper, the integration framework was developed

based on the CAMUS framework and the RT-Middleware in

order to support the interoperability of heterogeneous network

based robotic software development frameworks. The proposed

framework empowers several additional advantages: Firstly, it

enables software reusability among different network based

RSDFs to build complex robotic systems benefiting from their
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Fig. 1. The URC (Ubiquitous Robot Companion) concept

respective approaches, instead of having to choose only one of

them. Secondly, it supports the development of network based

robotic systems independently on the modularized software

components and communication mechanisms; Finally, it is

extensible to different systems. Even though the proposed

system is implemented to integrate two systems such as

CAMUS framework and RT-Middleware, it can be tailored for

the integration of different systems with minimum efforts of

changing underlying structures of participating systems.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

discusses related researches and projects regarding component

based robotics software development and its integration. Since

the framework is applied to integrate two RSDFs: CAMUS

and RT-Middleware, we briefly introduce CAMUS and RT-

Middleware in Section 3 and Section 4. Section 5 and Section

6 shows system architecture and implementation in detail.

Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper with some remarks and

discussion.

II. RELATED WORK

Significant amount of researches have been conducted re-

garding software modularization of network based or conven-

tional robotic systems. Unfortunately , up until now, there is

no universally accepted system for the development of network

based robots. Most of the works, so far, have devoted to build-

ing independent software systems for network based robots.

Only few of them stressed the problem of interoperability

among those systems. Nevertheless, we have listed some of

the significant researches; Player/Stage/Gazebo [11] is and

extremely popular robotic software development framework.

While Player is a middleware capable of abstracting the

control of many different platforms with robot control inter-

faces, Stage/Gazebo are its simulation backends. Makarenko

et al, [9] developed an open-source software project which

applies Component-Based Software Engineering principles to

the robotic software development. Accoring to [9], software

reuse and simplicity is the key continuing progress in robotic

Fig. 2. The CAMUS System organization in physical environment

Fig. 3. Service Agent Manager(SAM)

research and industry. Makarenko et al, [10] proposed an

approach for reusing modularized software among different

robotic software development frameworks. According to [10],

67 percent of current RSCs can be independent of specific

RSS, however, yet there is no such independent RSC of specific

RSS. Above projects are all tied to specific organization or

open-source community. There is no virtually software reuse

among current RSSs.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE CAMUS FRAMEWORK

CAMUS is a context-aware middleware for the development

of network based robotic systems based on the URC concept

[1]. It consists of three main sub-systems: Planet, Service

Agent Manager(SAM) and CAMUS Main Server. The system

organization of CAMUS framework is depicted in Fig. 2.

1) The Planet: Planet provides the light-weight and fault-

tolerant communication mechanism. It supports the reconnec-

tion of disconnected operations as well as asynchronous mes-

saging among various service components. Communication

mechanism in CAMUS is carried by the Planet communication

protocol.

2) The Service Agent Manager(SAM): The SAM manages

and controls sensors, actuators and modularized software com-

ponents which are called Service Agents(SA). Service Agents

may reside on the environment or on the robot platform. SAM

acquires environmental information from various sensors and

disseminates them to the CAMUS main server. It controls

Service Agents in the environment or on the robot platform

according to control commands of the CAMUS main server.

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the SAM.
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3) The CAMUS main server: The CAMUS main server

integrates information delivered from Service Agent Man-

agers. It consists of several subsystems: Context manager, for

controlling and managing context information delivered by

sensors; Task manager, for initiating and managing ongoing

tasks; Event System, handling events delivered by Context

manager and sending them to the Task manager. CAMUS main

server also provides the service container to manage service

components which have basic functions of robots such as

voice recognition, image recognition, text to speech, behavior

control, location awareness, and so on.

URC concept specifies well-defined interfaces to abstract

the control of many different robot platforms, sensors and

actuators. Any robot on the network is able to call and consume

URC services, if a robot is registered to the URC services.

Current version of CAMUS has all common services needed

for any network based robotic software development processes.

Speech, Sound, Image, Navigation, and Motion are examples

of current available packages for URC service and imple-

mented in CAMUS Framework. Each of this packages defines

all necessary interfaces in their own domain. For instance,

in the Speech package, TextToSpeech, SpeechRecognizer, and

TextToWave inferfaces are included.

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE RT-MIDDLEWARE

RT-Middleware has been built to establish a common plat-

form on the distributed object technology which supports to

construct various networked robotic systems by the integra-

tion of various network-enabled software components named

RT-Components [6] [?]. It provides the following features:

The possibility to develop highly scalable component-based

systems, The independence of platform and network, The

reusability of existing software assets. RT-Middleware consists

of :

• A component-based framework

• A set of standard and reusable software modules

• A set of libraries

• A set of standard services

The basic software unit in RT-Middleware is called RT-

Component, shortly RTC. RT-Middleware is the environment

where RT-Component resides.

RT-Component architecture is shown in Fig. 4.

4) RT-Component: RT-Component can be any modularized

software or hardware unit. Cameras, sensors or arms are exam-

ples of RT-Components. RT-Components can compose several

RT-Components to form a composite RT-Component. For

instance, the arm RT-Component consists of manipulator RT-

Components. RT-Components are designed and implemented

Fig. 4. RT-Component Architecture

Fig. 5. Overview of the Architecture. RSS1 and RSS2 are two different
Robotic Software Systems. Each of them contains different robotic software
development frameworks(RSDF1, RSDF2) and different communication mid-
dlewares(CM1, CM2).

using distributed object technology so that functionalities pro-

vided by different components can be accessed and consumed

over the network.

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Overview

The general architecture of the purposed system is depicted

in Fig. 5. This architecture supports integration between two

different RSDFs such as RSDF1 and RSDF2. Each RSDF was

built by different organization based on different communica-

tion middleware such as CM1 and CM2, and has different set

of RSCs. There are two sets of RSCs such as proxy RSCs

and core RSCs. In this architecture, we assume that proxy

RSCs(pRSCi where i=1,2...n.) are provided by RSDF1 and

core RSCs(cRSCi where i=1,2..n) are provided by RSDF2.

In this paper, A RSCM(Robot Software Component Manager)

framework was developed for integrating the RSDF1 and the
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RSDF2. Specifically, services provided by modularized robotic

softwares components of the RSDF2 are consumed by the

RSDF1 by means of proxy RSCs. The RSCM framework sup-

ports two-directional interoperability among RSCs of RSDF1

and RSCs of RSDF2. Other words, consuming RSCs of the

RSDF1 from the RSDF2 is also possible. The more specific

architecture will be discussed in the next section.

This architecture has several advantages; This architecture

supports interoperability among different RSCs developed by

different RSDFs. On the other hand, any RSDF can coexist

with other RSDF on the same robot executing same task having

a common goal. Also, other modularized robotic software

components provided by other RSDF such as the Player

framework [11] can be exchanged with core RSCs easily in

this architecture.

B. Architecture of the System

The proposed architecture was depicted in Fig. 6. The

CAMUS and the RT-Middleware framewokrs were uti-

lized in this architecture.(The CAMUS= RSDF1, The RT-

Middleware=RSDF2) The CAMUS main server and the RT-

Middleware structures’ are remained unchanged in this re-

search. The RSCM framework consists of a core RSCM

module, Proxy RSCs and Core RSCs.

In this approach, the RSCM serves a role as a middle-

man between the CAMUS framework and the RT-Middleware

via the Planet and the CORBA communication middlewares

(CM1=Planet, CM1=CORBA). The Planet communication

middleware is used between the CAMUS and the RSCM. The

CORBA is used between the RSCM and the RT-Middleware.

In this structure, the CAMUS framework will consume core

RSCs such as TextToSpeech(TTS), ImageRecognition(IR) and

VoiceRecognition(RR) on the RT-Middleware via Proxy RSCs.

1) The core RSCM: The core RSCM is a light-weight mid-

dleware which can be deployed on the mobile devices, home

robots or on the network based robots. The core RSCM is in

charge of managing modularized robotic software components.

In this paper, the core RSCM was implemented as a RT-

Component which can be executed on the RT-Middleware.

2) Proxy RSCs: Proxy RSCs are the modularized robotic

software components provided by the CAMUS framework. It

provides interface for the communication between the CA-

MUS, the core RSCM and core RSCs by proxy RSCs.

3) Core RSCs: Core RSCs are the modularized robotic

software components provided by the RT-Middleware. Core

RSCs implement the main functionalities of modularized

robotic software components which should provide services to

the CAMUS main server requests. Proxy RSCs such as pTTS

calls core RSC when request arrived from the CAMUS main

Fig. 6. Architecture of the system based on the CAMUS framework and RT-
Middleware. Proxy RSCs are denoted by the prefix p such as pTTS(Proxy
TextToSpeech), pIR(Proxy ImageRecognition), pVR(Proxy VoiceRecogni-
tion). Core RSCs are denoted by the c prefix such as cTTS(Core Text-
ToSpeech), cIR(Core ImageRecognition), cVR(Core VoiceRecognition)

server. Core RSC are the cornerstone of the RSCM framework

since it implements core functionalities of the robotic software

in low level. Core RSCs can be in the form of either loadable

or executable module.

VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation details

We applied the suggested approach to three RT-Components

of the RT-middleware, which are ImageRecognition, VoiceRe-

cognition and TextToSpeech RT-Components. In this imple-

mentation, the client of the CAMUS server consumes services

of remote RSCs on the RT-Middleware. The IDL interfaces

which are shared between CAMUS server, the RSCM and the

provider RT-components are illustrated in Table. I. The flow

of the development is as follows.

1) First, the implementation of core the RSCM is done.

It is implemented as the SAM in the CAMUS context

based on the RT-Middleware. Therefore, we named core

RSCM as a SAM-RTC in the implementation.

2) Design of proxy RSCs interfaces based on the URC

services.(Proxy RSCs, or simply, Proxy Components)

3) Development of core RSCs based on the RT-Component

model on the RT-Middleware.(Core RSCs or Core RT-

Components)

4) Development of connector component based on the RT-

Middleware which is responsible for connecting proxy

RSCs to core RT-Components automatically.

In implementing the system, we consider the structure in

Fig. 7. In this structure, we had implemented the RSCM, Proxy

components and core RT-Components for robotic functional

elements such as Image Recognition, Voice Recognition, Text
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Fig. 7. Structure of the system designed for the experiment

To Speech. We had selected these service because they are im-

portant functional elements of both home robots and network

based robots.

Core RSCM: The SAM-RTC Implementation: The

SAM-RTC was implemented as a service consumer. The SAM-

RTC consumes services provided by core RT-Components run-

ning on the RT-Middleware. It manages core RT-Components

by means of Proxy components. The Proxy components and

core RT-Components are implemented on the basis of the

RT-Middleware command and data exchange feature. Proxy

components enable the CAMUS to consume services of core

RSCs of other RSDFs.

The SAM-RTC was implemented with following features:

• The SAM-RTC was implemented as a RT-Component.

• The SAM-RTC has three service consumer ports which

are called respectively IRPort, TTSPort, and VRPort for

consuming services provided by core IR RT-Component,

core TTS RT-Component, and core VR RT-Component

respectively.

• The SAM-RTC registers consumer ports info to the

CAMUS server via the Planet communication protocol

enabling requests of the CAMUS Server to Proxy com-

ponents.

• The SAM-RTC starts/stops the Planet when activating and

deactivating the SAM-RTC.

• The SAM-RTC was facilitated with the Planet and the

CORBA communication protocols.

Basically, well defined interfaces for common services are

shared among the CAMUS server, the SAM-RTC, Proxy

components and core RT-Components. All service interfaces

are already defined in the URC specification. The CAMUS

TABLE I
TEXTTOSPEECH, VOICERECOGNITION, IMAGERECOGNITION CORBA

IDLS FILES. THEY ARE SHARED AMONG THE CAMUS, CORE RSCM AND

CORE RSCS.

Interface names: Interfaces methods
void speak(String text)

TextToSpeech: char* getAvailableVoices()
void cancelAll(String details)
void play(InputStream is)

VoiceRecognition: void playBytes(byte[] wave)
voidplayFile(String path)
void cancelAll(String details)
void openCamera()

ImageRecognition: void captureImage()
void getImageFormat()

Fig. 8. An example source code for SAM-RTC class

framework includes all basic services for developing network

based robots. Interface files for TextToSpeech, Voice Recog-

nition, Image Recognition are depicted in Table. I. At starting

point of the SAM-RTC, it registers Proxy components to the

CAMUS main server and to the CORBA naming service in

the RT-Middleware. From that point the CAMUS can access

any service provided by core RT-Components in the RT-

Middleware such as core TTS, core IR and core VR. An

example source code for the SAM-RTC is depicted in Fig.

8.

Design of proxy RSCs: All proxy RSCs or proxy compo-

nents inherit from Urc.services package. Proxy RSCs enable

the CAMUS to consume services of core RT-Components

on the RT-Middleware. Urc.services provides all necessary

classes for developing basic services in the CAMUS frame-
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Fig. 9. An example source code for Proxy Components pIR, pVR and pTTS

Fig. 10. An example source for registering Proxy pTTS to the CAMUS main
server

work. ImageRecognition, TextToSpeech, VoiceRecognition

proxies RSCs are inherited from corresponding services in

URC.service and implemented in the SAM-RTC. Fig. 9 shows

proxy RSCs for the TextToSpeech, the VoiceRecognition and

the ImageRecognition.

Proxy RSCs should be registered to the CAMUS main

server at the starting point of the SAM-RTC. Fig. 10 lists an

example source code for registering the TextToSpeech proxy

RSC to the CAMUS main server.

Core RT-Component implementation: The development

process of core RT-Components are straightforward. In this

experiment, TextToSpeech, VoiceRecognition and ImageRe-

cognition core RT-Components are implemented based on the

consumer/provider feature of the RT-Middleware according to

shared interfaces in Table I.

Fig. 11. Sequence of operations for the experiment.

Connector Component: Finally, a connector component

is implemented for connecting SAM-RTC’s consumer ports

to corresponding core RT-Components’ provider ports. The

connector component has several roles; it queries the CORBA

naming service and finds available components, connects

newly added core RT-Components’ provider port to the SAM-

RTC’s consumer port.

B. Experiment Results

1) System resources: We have utilized three servers. the

CAMUS main server was running on Windows XP Profes-

sional (Pentium 2.5 GHz), and the TTS server was running on

Linux with Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz. The SAM-RTC, VoiceRecog-

nition, ImageRecognition RT-Components were implemented

on the OpenRTM-aist 0.4 version under the linux Fedora core

4. The ImageRecognition component was implemented using

the OpenCV library from IBM on Windows XP Professional

with Pentium 2.5 GHz. LogiTech QuichCam was utilized by

the core ImageRecognition RT-Component. Other software

package used for the system were omniORB 4.0(CORBA),

ACE 5.5, OpenCV 1.0, Iconv.

2) Experiment: The sequence of operations involved in this

experiment is shown in Fig. 12. The flow of the communication

model is as follows.

1) The RTC Manager initializes IR, VR and TTS RT-

Components and registers them to the CORBA naming

services as in Fig. 13. The initiated components can be

seen from the RTCLink tool which is provided by RT-

Middleware. as in Fig. 13. (Step (1) and (2))

2) Then connector component starts and starts to queries

the CORBA naming service and connects RSCM’s

consumer ports to corresponding ports of core RT-

Components. (Step (3) and (4))

3) If component states are changed from the inactive state

to the active state, the RSCM starts the Planet commu-
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Fig. 12. Sequence of operations for the experiment.

Fig. 13. The RTCLink tool provided by the RT-Middleware. Currently, core
TTS, IR RT-Components are actively running on the RT-Middleware. Core
VR RT-Component is in the inactive state.

nication middleware and registers Proxy objects to the

CAMUS Server. (Step (5))

4) Finally, our core RT-Components are ready to respond

to the requests from the CAMUS main server as in the

Fig. 13. (Step (6))

From this point, the CAMUS can request the ImageRecogni-

tion RT-Component to open a USB Camera or send a text file to

the core TextToSpeech RT-Component on the RT-Middleware

to convert text to speech. In Fig. 13 the core ImageRecognition

RT-Component was responded to the CAMUS main server

request opening the USB Camera(LogiTech QuichCam), and

it started sending captured image to the CAMUS main server.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we discussed the system integration frame-

work for network based robots by integrating two well-known

network based robot software development frameworks: the

CAMUS Framework and RT-Middleware. Basically, the in-

teroperability of RSCs(Service Agents) of the CAMUS and

RSCs(RT-Componets) of RT-Middleware was discussed and

implemented for several cases: A TextToSpeech, a VoiceRe-

cognition, and an ImageRecognition RT-Components were

implemented and consumed with the CAMUS main server;

We believe that interoperability of robotic software compo-

nents of different RSDFs are important for following reasons;

It supports software reuse among different robotic software de-

velopment frameworks on the distributed environment, avoids

overlapping implementation of same kind of software, more

choice for robot builders, and promotes systematic software

use in robotics application.

In addition, the proposed framework augments integration

of heterogeneous distributed network based robotic software

frameworks easily and supports interoperability among modu-

larized software components of different frameworks. By doing

so, the current frameworks will remain same, while robotic

software developers would have more choice in terms of cost

and ease of use of modularized robotic software components.
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